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>>CART Provider:  Standing by.  Standing by.  Standing by.  Standing by.
>>  Just a quick test and double check for captioning.   
>> Good afternoon everyone.  Welcome to this afternoon's Access for All webinar where we're going to talk about some of the comp barriers to accessibility on the web.  And we'll talk in particular about seven  different things that frequently stop people from being able to do things on the web.  We're not going to get real technical, and as a matter of fact these 7 things that I'm going to talk about in a little bit of detail are things that you probably can do in something like Microsoft word. By way of introduction my name is Rob Carr I'm the accessibility coordinator at Oklahoma ABLE Tech.  The Access for All is to help the Oklahoma Workforce system, to make sure it doesn't keep job workers from being able to participate in the program offerings that we provide or many of you provide.  And the technology piece and the reason technology is so important in this conversation is because so much of what job is seekers use is web‑based whether it's just an informational web page or PDF form or piece of software that folks might use.  Technology is just about in every part of the job seeker’s experience with the workforce system.  I welcome questions as we go.  We'll use the chat window in the lower right for questions.  So if you do have any, then please just type them in there with smaller groups it's easy for me usually to keep up with questions that come in through the chat.  So feel free to add questions or comments as we go through here there's no reason to wait until the end or anything like that.  So accessibility on the web really lives in two different places.  There's what we can see visually, so if someone can see the screen then we have this presentation, which is what a document looks like.  When I say document that can be anything from the web page to a PDF.  And all the different formats in between that we use really frequently when we provide training or information or some kind of digital interaction.  The presentation is the visual piece and its things like breaking a document up into different sections.  It's including images whether they're charts or graphs or logos or you know work flow that we have presented visually.  But behind all of that stuff in every kind of digital document is structure and what that does is it defines how things look.  It's similar to if you think about a building where you have walls that cover up the structure of the building. It's kind of similar on the web and the idea with structure is that you take the presentation and you make sure to what's presented visually is also available to other kinds of technology.  And you build this structure using things like a word petting style which we'll talk about in a by the more detail.  If you're on the website if you update content for a website or web page it's making sure that you use the built in styling that the tools offer.  And if you do stuff with PDF's it's a matter of making sure there's a tag in the PDF.  All of these are things we have discussed at some level in the webinar series or we plan into the future.  Today is going to be a high level introduction to some of these concepts.  All of the work that we do make the web more accessible really comes down to a set of standards that a group called the worldwide web consortium creates and maintains and they have a web accessibility initiative and out of that group comes the foundation of web accessibility in the form of an acronym and most of us are state government so here is a another one you can use.  It's a pretty short one and actually spells the word POUR.  And each one of those stands for a different pillar, if you will, of accessible web.  The P stands for perceivable and this basically means in order for anybody to understand or to use anything on the web the information that's present has to be able to get into their brains.  And that's true whether someone can see or not, whether they can hear or not when we have audio information.  So someone has to be able to, even if they have a different interaction with their device than what we might have to be able to get the information into their brains before they can do anything with it, before it becomes usable.  The O stands for operable and this basically means that once someone understands say how a piece of software works, they need to be able to actually use it.  And the best example that I can give here is that if someone doesn't use a mouse or a track pad but instead they just use their keyboard or maybe speech recognition technology where they verbally speak keyboard commands and the software sends a keyboard command to a website, the website needs to work.  They need to be able to go in and fill out form fields or follow links or use buttons on a piece of software regardless of the input device that they're using.  So the U speaks to really two different things, under the umbrella of understandable and there are two‑pieces of that.  The first is that once content gets into someone's brain, once it is perceived, they need to be able to understand it.  And this can come down to simply things like writing style and I will give an example later on how we can take something that sounds really more complex than it needs to and simplify it so it's more understandable.  And this also speaks to software and how intuitive it is to use.  So it's not just a matter of understanding the types of content, say, it's also a matter of understanding how to use something.  And this speaks to software in particular but it also speaks to the way that we arrange content in a web page or in a flier that we design.  The R in pour stands for robust and the idea here is that if we apply the web accessibility standards to these different kinds of content that we create, then what's accessible now will still be accessible a few years down the road.  We all have those PDF's that are out there and stay out there for two, three, four, five years.  And the notion behind the robust piece of this is that if we make that PDF accessible now it should still be accessible in that three or four or five year time frame.  So these are really as I said before, kind of the four pillars that we use to frame the accessibility conversation and each one of these groups then has a whole bunch of web accessibility standards we can use to understand what makes the web look and act more accessible.  But for today we're going to focus pretty narrowly on 7 things and those 7 things are how to deal better with head goes, lists, text equivalents for visual elements that we put out those are the charts and graphs and pictures and such, how we can make data tables more navigable for people with different disabilities.  A couple of considerations about color, very much a visual piece of accessibility but one that is still really important and then we'll talk a bit about links as well.  We might get bonus there.  One might stand out to you for those of you who are web users and you go out and find pod casts or web‑based videos.  One thing that I'm going to touch on really for the next couple of minutes is multimedia that's because it's own talk.  It's a talk about accessible multimedia that really deserves an hour long webinar in it examine of itself.  Really quickly because I don't want to overlook it or act like it's not one of the more common barriers when I do accessibility evaluations.  We have two different forms of multimedia that we think about.  One is audio only so this is your pod casts, things that don't have any kind of a video component.  And with anything that audio based, in order for someone who can't hear it to still be able to perceive the content, we need a text based transcript.  And it needs to be accurate, and it should do things like specify who is talking if there are multiple speakers.  For video we have a couple of things that we need to try to provide, and the first is captions.  And this is what you think of or what you see in broadcast television.  You have the ability to turn captions on with just about any broadcast that you watch over the air or through cable or what have you.  Well it's basically the same thing on‑line.  If you go to YouTube you'll often see videos that have captions and this is where the conversation could get longer and I'm going to stop short except to say that YouTube does automatic captioning which really doesn't hit the mark.  Then there's also audio description for video and audio description describes important action on the screen.  So if you think of a training video maybe that shows and talks through proper listening technique, it's pretty important to make sure that the proper lifting technique is described so if someone can't really see the video then they still get that information.  So these are some things to keep in mind because I felt like it was important not to overlook multimedia because it is one of the common places where we see barriers to access.  So just a brief mention there.  Now we'll move on to the 7 we'll get into a little bit more detail about.  So the first is headings and lists.  These are relatively straightforward things, but the way that most of us learn how to create a section or a subsection heading for example just makes a visible change.  So let's say that you have a document with main section that has a big heading, larger font, maybe bolded and it has two subsections that are a smaller font, maybe they're not bolded.  The oral tradition the way most of us are taught how to create those headings.  Select the heading text itself, making it larger so increasing the font size and maybe we had a bolder an underline to it as well.  But that's just a visual change, that doesn't change anything in the structure and account structure is incredibly important for say folks who use assistive technology that reads the screen allowed to someone who is blind or has low vision, or pushes the content out to refreshable Braille display for those of you who aren't familiar with that, it's an attach that can attach through Bluetooth or cable to a computer and it dynamically creates Braille.  It basically let's someone read through a web page a line at a time using Braille that changes as they go from one sentence or line to the next.  Without the structure behind the scenes someone who is using a screen read are or Braille display will have no idea that the heading text is actually a heading because this technology doesn't read or in practical terms people don't have it set up to read changes in font styling because it's extra information and it should be set up so headings are actually headings.  So it's pretty easy to go in and create more accessible headings if you're in Microsoft word which I would imagine almost all of you are familiar with, if you don't use it practically daily.  Then you look for the word styles which are up in the upper right part of the screen.  And you just use those styles to change not only the visible which you still want, but to also make sure that the structure is there behind the screen.  If anyone does direct work with the web itself then almost every web content management system has the same thing, it has different heading styles that are available for us to use as opposed to making just those visible changes like I mentioned.  Lists are very much the same way.  Lists are very different pieces of content.  They're little chunks of content.  They are often comprised of fragments of sentences so they're not written like paragraphs at all.  Sometimes if you have a numbered list than the order and the numbering is really, really important.  So you have this different chunk of content in a document.  And again, we can have a break down between what is perceivable visually and what is available to the screen readers and Braille displays to someone who uses those assistive technologists.  Just like headings making a more accessible list is a pretty easy thing.  You have the controls available in word, and in web content tools to literally click a little button and all of a sudden you have a bulleted list or a numbered list.  And it's easier on us as document authors too because it takes care of things like indentation so our list items are all indented at the same level and it also makes sure when a screen reader or Braille display runs across a list, it will notify whoever is using that device that there is a list with this many items in it.  So it will announce that structure right off the top so that someone who is reading through the page knows that I'm in a different kind of content and that I have either numbered or unnumbered items here but this isn't just a paragraph.  So really important and actually easy.  I think as you get into your authoring environments if you start playing with it a little bit this afternoon or maybe tomorrow, you'll find that what especially Microsoft has done is they've attached accessibility to productivity features in office so once you learn how to use word styles, I think what you'll find is that it's actually a little bit more efficient to create a document that is consistent in terms of its visible styling and certainly is more accessible.  The next piece that's really critically important is text equivalents for visuals.  And a text equivalent is kind of like a phrase suggests.  A text equivalent is a text based description or representation of a visual.  It could be for any kind of visual, any kind of image file that you have needs a text equivalent.  So a picture, charts, graph, whatever it might be, if it's purely visual then you need to have a text equivalent.  Text equivalents don't draw conclusions or give extra information about the image.  You want to approach it as just the facts, right.  You don't want to lead people to a conclusion and this will come up when people talk about creating say a quiz or some kind of an assessment that we might put out for job seekers.  You don't want to give away the answer to a question on an assessment in the alternative text of an image.  And that situation has come up before and that's why I mention it here.  The good things about text equivalents is they're pretty easy to add.  A text equivalent can be really brief and when it's a really short bit of text you will want to make sure you put it into the alternative text for an image and you can think of alternative text as being a little hidden text equivalent that gets tucked in behind the image but someone who uses a screen reader or Braille display when the technology encounters that image it will read the alternative text to them so either allowed or through the Braille display.  You can also find text equivalents in captions which are visible underneath the image.  And this isn't like captions formal media that pop in time with a video.  This is just your typical caption that you might see for a table or an image.  And then sometimes a picture is worth a thousand sand words and when you have an image that has a lot of information in it, it may well be necessary to make sure that the text equivalent is just in the narrative of the document itself.  So if the picture is worth a thousand sand words there are a lot of benefits to typing that out in the narrative in the document right there immediately adjacent to the image.  Usually if an image is that complex, creating that narrative description is a really good way to just account for different learning styles so that you give people either reinforcement in the text or maybe an easier way for them to interpret the image through the text.  And then certainly for folks who can't see it, you have that text equivalent that describes or conveys the meaning of the image.  So a way to think about a text equivalent is to answer the question how would you describe this visual element to someone if you were just if you were talking to them on the telephone.  So if they couldn't see it, then what would you type out to describe it.  That's a decent way to frame it in your mind when you start to think about how to write alternative text.  I want to talk a bit about alternative text in particular, remember this is for your shorter text equivalent.  And this is where most of our text equivalents willing unless again you have more complex images and you need a longer description for most of us probably 80 to 90% of the time we'll put our text equivalent into this alternative text.  And you want it to be concise, meaningful it needs to convey the meaning of the image.  Text equivalents in general but certainly in the context of alternative text are in context themselves.  Right.  So you might have the same image that you use in two very different contexts and the text equivalent needs to be contextual in and of itself.  And you don't want to type in things like file names, ideally you don't repeat a visible caption in the alternative text attribute itself because then with the repeated text it's the same as the caption you're just asking somebody to either hear it twice or read it twice on a Braille display.  So talk a little bit about a specific, to emphasize how important context is.  I've got an image of scissor tail fly catcher and if I'm writing an article about state birds or state symbols then my alternative text here might be scissor tail fly catcher the state bird of Oklahoma that's the piece I'm emphasizing about the bird.  If I'm an ornithologist or a bird‑watcher.  I might have alternative text that describes the scissor like tails.  The same image in two different contexts and I have very different alternative texts that result.  Alternative text is pretty straightforward to add in most of the authoring tools again word or PowerPoint or content management tools.  In office in Microsoft office for windows it's right click or I think a shift F 8 maybe on the image to open up a menu where you drill down a couple of levels to the description field for alt text and that embeds it again behind the image.  On the web side of things it depends on the system that you're using but it often begins with a right click on the image or it might be that you put the alternative text in with the image when you upload it into your content management system.  If you do a quick Google search for whatever tool you're using with alternative text then you should be able to find the more specific instructions that will tell you how to add this.  What kind of questions might you all have up to this point?  Again we'll just type into the chat window if you do have any questions.  I see we've got one coming in so I will wait just a second.  It's a good time to jump in if you do want to know anything specific or even about a specific authoring tool if you want me to touch on it a little bit more detail we should have time for that.  I'll move on and talk a little bit about data tables.  We use data tables a whole bunch of the time and many of us have a lot of data that we publish.  Sometimes it's because of a state mandate, sometimes it is just voluntary and we find it's really important to put the information out there and there are a lot of steps that we can take and in some cases there are fewer steps because of limitation in the authoring environment.  And I'm going to stop there with tables and go over Mark's question real quick.  The question is when it comes to equivalency say you have a technological barrier with something like dragon naturally speaking.  When is it acceptable for an equivalent option to be a replacement or stand in for other content?  Mark I might have to rephrase the question to make sure that I'm actually going for the answer you're asking for.  When is acceptable for an equivalent option to be a replacement or stand in.  When you talk about an equivalent option do you mean a text equivalent or like an alternative format, a completely different format like moving to both dragon and still technology based.  Yeah, so, for clarification thank you Mark for clarifying.  Yes text but also an alternative like separate but equal.  You have an E learning course but something else that is an equivalent slash replacement to it.  It really all depends.  As a foundation it needs to be accessible to begin with so you will need to have that text equivalent present but there are certainly times when we need to go and talk about a reasonable accommodation or individual accommodation in the context that you mention say an on‑line course, it may be that a student is better served by something like a 3‑D printed version of a chart or a graph.  I know I've seen that used in higher Ed around the state from time to time.  I remember seeing a map of the state of Oklahoma, and the map visually on the screen it had, it basically bars coming out of different parts so it was a 3‑D image that showed and represented different numbers of whatever it is they were measuring around the state.  And they could create different equivalents of that so as an example for staying digital, it might be that in that case the table of data that's used to create that map with the data visually represented maybe the data table itself is the text equivalent for it.  Or maybe then did and this is what this institution did to help students get basically literally a feel for a math they used a 3‑D printer to take that 3‑D map from the page and convert it into a 3‑D object that someone could literally manipulate and use to get a feeling for the trend across the state without having to go through all of the specific data in a table.  So text equivalents can take different forms.  I think the important thing is to make sure that you've got those built in and you think that through from the outset.  And then know fully well that you may still need to provide an accommodation as well.  Does that get to the heart of your question?  Or close.  Okay, great.  So with data tables, there are actually a lot of things that go into a table behind the screen.  You know we typically create a data table and maybe we bold the header cell the text in the header cells that might be there for individual columns so if we have a very simple table might have one row of cells that act and each cell in that row acts as a header for each column under it.  We need to make sure that again this information is available to assistive technologies.  And there are lots of attributes that we need to work with.  If you're using word then there are actually fewer things that you can do because word really only has one little check box that you can check to identify header rows for the situation I just described through a very simple table and I'll talk through some examples here in a moment.  If you're in PDF or if you're on the web then you may be able to do quite a bit more.  The first thing is you need to make sure that the headers are actually headers.  So you can assign the different cells to be headers or to be data.  And this is usually a right click menu away when you get into table properties in word you can do this to a limited extent and then in acrobat pro where you work with accessibility you can do it there and similarly in academic content you can do it.  You need to define the scope of the header so all that means is this header cell a header for a row or a column.  So the scope just specifies what kind of header it is, a header for a row of data or a header for a column.  Then if your header cell actually spans across multiple rows or columns you need to tell, make sure that the table tells an assistive technology that it goes across 1, 2, 3, or morose or columns and that's something called the span.  These attributes you can define in different ways depending on the particular system that you're using.  The important thing to take away is that they need to be defined.  And it's really a good idea to think carefully about the way a structure, the way a table is structured.  Really complex tables are very difficult for anyone to perceive regardless of whether they use an assistive technology or not.  So as an example this is a complex table that I actually sauna report and it went across several pages which made it even more difficult to move through.  But to explain the way the table is laid out, the very top row we have three different header cells, one says group A one says group B the other says group C.  Each one of those spans across two columns.  On the left‑hand side we have one column that has three different headers for different sets of rows.  One cell is labeled experiment 1, the next below it is experiment 2, and below that is experiment 3.  And each one of those spans across a total of 4 different rows.  We keep going.  There are a lot of levels of data, header cells in here that make it again kind of tricky to keep up with.  Under group A which I said goes across two columns we've got item 1 and item 2.  Those are the two columns under group A.  Then under group B we also have item 1 and item 2 and the same under group C.  And then to really make it mind‑boggling there are header cells mixed in with the data that span across all of the data rows.  What this ultimately leads to is that if I go about halfway into the table and I look at a cell that has data in and it the data is 4.5, I have to work my way out to all of those different layers of headers to figure out exactly what that 4.5 means.  In this case, the one that I'm looking at 4.5 falls under week 1 in experiment 2 and group B item 2.  So that's four different layers of headers that I've got to keep track of it.  And as I said this is very much a condensed version of it when this was out awhile that went across five or six pages.  It was terribly confusing and when it comes to a structure that is this complex making it functionally accessible takes a lot of effort.  What I recommend if you do have, especially if you get to the point where you have headers in with the data, it's a really good idea to simplify things.  And so what I've started to do here and this is just two small tables that I broke out of that very large, very complex table, but what I basically did is I took group A and experiment 1 which in my complex table represents the outer most layer, if you will, of headers, and I just made those into captions.  So my first table is caption group (A) experiment 1.  What that let me do is take the week and item headers and make those into the headers for this much smaller table.  So my column headers are week 1 and week 2 and those don't span across multiple columns.  There's a one‑to‑one relationship there.  And it's the same with the row headers.  I have item 1 and 2 and it's a one‑to‑one relationship.  I have another table that shows the example when I went to group B experiment 1 and did the same thing.  So what I did is I took the very complex table and began to break it into much smaller much more straightforward tables and there are a lot of ‑‑ there are a lot of ways to do this but this is one suggestion, this is a suggestion that I made to the author of the paper that I was looking at.  Now that's a lot of small tables for sure.  But it's still makes the data easier to perceive, easier to understand.  If you do have a complex table maybe it's not as complex as the example that I gave a couple of slides ago.  But if you do have a complex table then it's important to add some additional information as well.  Tables have basically an alternative text attribute that you can define.  It's either called alt text or table summary depending on the authoring environment you're in.  If you're in Microsoft office you're going to look for alt text or alternative text for the table.  If you're on the web there will be a table summary.  What you want to do with this for a complex table is not necessarily describe the data, you want to describe the complex structure.  It gives someone an overview of the way that the table is actually put together.  And then you have to associate all of the data cells with all of the header cells that are related to them.  And there's something if you get into this again to give you a Google search term you will look for header ID's and what you'll basically end up doing for every data cell is mapping all of the headers to it and tying those together through a header ID.  It does become pretty tedious to do that in a large table especially but it's the most robust way to be sure that if someone navigates through the table using a screen reader or Braille display that they know which headers apply to which data cells.  And in this case this is where you get into some things that might soft office, Microsoft word can't do specifically.  So if you have tables in word, you're limited in your ability to really create an accessible and complex table.  In order again all you can do is identify a single row of column headers as headers.  You can't even identify a column of row headers as headers.  As you're publishing this data one of the things to keep in mind is how complex is my table and does my authoring environment, does the tool that I'm using to publish it actually even let me make it more accessible.  So questions on tables before I move on?  One more note about tables because there's another kind of table that we use in these different document formats that's when we use a table to lay content out.  Tables are often used just to hold things where we want them on the page, and I can't say and won't say that using tables for layout is not accessible by default but there are some important things to keep in mind and what I would suggest is that for example again to use word, that you take a look at the column formatting.  If you're using tables to create columns, then take a look at the way that word especially 2013 and 2016 and office 365 handles columns.  It's a lot easier to use than it used to be and you avoid some of the challenges.  The biggest challenge with using tables for layout is reading order.  And so if you can see the screen then what I would like for you to do is type into the chat window how this very short phrase reads.  Is this all right.  What's on the screen is I have is this all right reading from lower left to upper right.  Visibly this looks just fine.  I mean it might be a little confusing but sometimes people will use a different kind of arrangement of text to make a point.  The tricky part about this is that the words are actually in different table cells.  All right is in the upper right most cell in this little table.  This is in the very center cell so it's a row below and a column left of all right.  And is at the lower left most.  So here is the rub with this, screen readers and Braille display read tables left to right and top to bottom.  So the assistive technology will read this in the reverse order that we actually intend because the first text that it encounters is in the top row even though it's over at the far right it reads all the way across that row so it's going to read all right this is.  And that's just what the technology expects for good reason, technology expect to read data from a table left to right and top to bottom.  So my biggest piece of advice if you do happen to use tables to lay things out is just to be very aware of the reading order.  And understand that you can very much confuse folks if you don't account for the default reading order that people will encounter when they move through a table.  So we'll switch gears and talk about some of the purely visual elements of accessible too in particular.  And the first is color contrast and I've been fortunate enough and I should have taken a picture of it.  I showed this slide at a conference not very long ago and the text was completely invisible.  What the slide shows is a light gray text on a white background and the phrase that's typed here is the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  This is an example of very poor color contrast.  Color contrast speaks to or color contrast is the difference between colors and it's really important when we talk about text on a background.  You know, if you do any kind of training and create slides, you can't control what the projector is going to do when it projects your slides up on‑screen.  Maybe more important, you can't control how sharp someone's vision is.  So poor color contrast works against you whether its training slides or an article or a flier.  But it's something that gets overlooked by those of us that create content pretty frequently.  You can actually measure color contrast, you don't have to guess at it.  There are some tools that will let you measure a color contrast on the web as well as in documents like word or PowerPoint.  But color contrast is something that we generally have control over.  We usually pick the font color if not the background and so just bear in mind that making text almost invisible pretty well guarantees that it's invisible to someone.  And like I said we really work against ourselves as document authors when we do that.  The other piece with color is how we use color to convey different meaning.  So in this case I've got a really simple little chart or little line graph.  I've got three lines, series 1 is indicated on the graph with a blue line.  Series 2 with a red line.  Series 3 with a green line.  Just real quick does anything jump out at you in that color scheme that might be a barrier for someone who is trying to read the graph.  And you can just type a guess into the chat window.  Yes, Mark says red, green.  And that's exactly right.  So in this case if someone is red green color‑blind they literally can't tell the difference between the red and green lines, so I'm going to just show you real quickly what this looks like in gray scale.  This is another thing that can come up if you don't have a color printer for some reason and you're printing handouts then you completely hide the meaning of this.  Series 1, 2 and 3 are almost identical to one another when this is grayed out.  Folks who are red green color‑blind they're not going to be able to distinguish between those two lines at least.  So it's not a matter of voiding color.  I have the exact same colors I've just used something in addition to color to distinguish the lines from one another.  So now series one is still a blue line but it's got triangles along it that mark each one of the little data points.  Series two is still red but has a diamond and series 3 is green but has squares.  If for some reason the person can't tell the difference in color it is easy because of the addition of shapes.  You can do things like use different kind of dash patterns on lines, you could use text labels on bar charts instead of having a key off to the side you can just label the bars individually underneath them so that you have something in addition to color to distinguish them from one another.  This is another one that I see pretty frequently where the only way to tell the difference between parts of a chart or graph is color.  And I'll also see it sometimes with text and especially with on‑line forms whether they're PDF or web‑based sometimes you see and it's not as common but sometimes you'll see a note that says required fields are in red.  What you see more so now might be that required fields are in red and have an asterisk.  Again it's not a matter of avoiding that color it's a matter of making sure they're another visible indicator there.  It's pretty easy to do things like select different lines or change labels in authoring tools.  Sometimes we get data from an external source if you're within a state agency much of your data may come from outside.  So then it may actually be a matter of working back to the source of your data or your charts and graphs and such and talking to them about how they might be able to include something in addition to color when color is the only thing used.  And then we'll talk about link and linked text more specifically.  I'm going to read at least the beginning of this and I would like for you all to guess what this link is for.  So the link is https then we go to www.ok.gov slash Triton slash modules slash form builder slash form pH P.  Question mark form and it's probably 30 to 35 numbers and letters at that point.  So any guesses as to what in the world this is?  Again you can type them into the chart if you want to guess based on what I read there and what's on the screen.  There may be a couple of clues in the website address here.  I see form builder and I see form which tells me that this is some kind of a form that I might fill out.  But I have no idea what kind of form it is.  And in this day and time, going to a form that you don't really know, you don't know what it's going to do, I personally would be a little bit nervous.  As it turns out it's a pretty harmless form.  This link says fill out our webinar evaluation form here.  It's underlined it's an interactive link goes to the exact same place but instead of putting that really long confusing website address I just tucked it into behind descriptive link text which tells someone what's going to happen when they follow the link.  It's very helpful for everyone because everyone now knows I'm going to go fill out a webinar evaluation and in the context of this you will probably see an e‑mail similar to this not too long after we finish this webinar that will have this same kind of link text and in the context of the e‑mail you're going to know what it's for, you're going to know what you're going out to evaluate.  It's very important to add that helpful link text, you can do that in word, PowerPoint, on‑line, and its very important that folks know what happens when they follow a link.  There's some document formats though where you might need to have the visible link itself, the website address, may need to be something that folks can see.  And in the case, say, of PowerPoint slide deck where you hand, handouts to folks, if they use those paper handouts later on and all you have a link text that says fill out our evaluation form here they can't get to the actual website address so I suggest for things that might be printed out, is to include both.  And you want the active link to be the descriptive link text the part that someone will trigger to actually go to the form should be the descriptive text.  And then you'll just make a note here I just did it as a method bullet under the link text.  You can put it into parentheses but put the actual website and don't make it just the active link people will follow.  The other thing from style point of view is with a really long link while I left it in it's full glory there are website address shorteners that you can use that will put that link out there so it's visible but won't take up almost two lines this link takes up.  Something we have direct control over when we type links into content and a pretty straightforward thing to shift in the way that we provide it.  So here is your bonus for the day is to think about the way that you write things.  I talked about things first being perceivable but then being understandable.  When you think about government regulations, or maybe in terms of service, does anyone out there read the terms of service for on‑line services like Google maps or if your mobile or cell phone or device doesn't update and says I agree to the terms of service is there anyone who reads through those in their entirely?  I expect no one to type into the chat window.  Those are really generally written with a bunch of 25 cent words.  They're not written in very plain language.  This that I have on the slide now is an example of that as well.  This statement says when the process of freeing a vehicle that has been stuck results in ruts or holes, the operator will fill the rut or hole created by such activity before removing the vehicle from the immediate area.  That's a pretty simple statement but the way it's written in this I think this came from a municipal government handbook, the way it's written here is a lot more confusing than it needs to be.  It's perceivable, okay, in it's original format, somebody again using different assistive technologies could have that announced or pushed out to a Braille display but it's not as understandable as it could be.  So this comes from a website you can go to plain language.gov and find countless examples like this but this statement that took three lines when it was revised it became if you make a hole while freeing a stuck vehicle, you must fill the hole before you drive away which is much easier to understand much less fortunate goes into understanding this instruction, and it's really a simple instruction that they made far too difficult on the first pass.  Think about too just how you write what you write.  It's very important to make sure that you're writing for your audience and that you understand the diversity in the audience when we write things that go out through social media or the web, you know we don't have control over the audience there and there's no reason to confuse folks, especially if they're just kind of beginning to engage the work force system.  The last thing that we want to do is confuse folks and get them going in the wrong direction simply because we write something so that it's confusing.  So what questions might you all have?  Anything else come to mind as I was going through the very high level kind of introduction there to accessibility.  If you have questions by all means type them in there.  I will say or just reiterate this was a really high level kind of view of some of the really common barriers that I see when I do assessments and when I talk to colleagues about some of the very common things that make it much more difficult for people with disabilities to use the web.  If you have a question and you want to ask on‑line, the west way to get ahold of me is probably through e‑mail my e‑mail address is rgcarr@okstate.edu.  That's two r's.  You can reach me through ABLE Tech state‑wide toll free number 1‑800‑257‑1705 as well.  And I'm happy to answer questions that you might have anything that I covered today.  Or about anything else regarding the access for all effort and the certification that we're beginning to rollout.  Please do reach out if you have questions and if there aren't any questions that you all have right now that you want me to address immediately then I will say thank you very much for your afternoon, and enjoy the rest of your afternoon and I look forward to being able to bring some more of these to you in the very near future.  Thanks.  
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